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Announcement of sovereign wealth auction

Start of publication: 01.11.2019
End of publication: indefinite

The Defence League publishes a notice pursuant to paragraph 58(1) of the Law on State property (RVS) .

The Defence Association has launched a written selection procedure for the use of the area of the city of
hops in Harju County in Harku village:
a map of the city's land (cadastral identification 19801:011:0840, 100% national defence area, area 62,41
ha) has been included.
The period for putting into service shall be 10 years.

Objective of deployment: developing the urban area in such a way as to provide a better opportunity to
carry out national defence activities and shooting training and to enable the administrator to use it also
for the purposes of achieving its objectives. The agglomeration is being developed in accordance with the
Guardian Association's Harju malting hop development programme.
The tender submitted shall include a concept for the development of the hop conurbation, which shall
indicate the size of the activities, the timetable and the amount (s) of investment, and how the
developments will support the activities of the Defence League in the conurbation.

More detailed information and selection criteria added.

Tenders can be submitted on working days E-N 8.00 - 16.45, R 8.00 - 14.00 of Toompea 8, the Guard
Round of the Tallinn Defence Association. The tender must be submitted no later than 21.11.2019 at
10.45 a.m.

for additional information: the participant in the tender must be a legal person whose main activity is the
provision of national defence or shooting and military, sports training. At least 5 years' experience in the
management of shooting rounds is an asset.

Documents
1. Conditions and procedure for the launch of a written selection procedure with a view to the utilization

of hops
2. Annex 1 - Area diagram
3. Annex 2 - Urban development programme for hops
4. Annex 3 - use of hops by the Defence League and the Defence Forces
5. Annex 4 - award criteria
6. Annex 5 - technical requirements for training buildings
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